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1 INT. WAREHOUSE. DAY. 1

OVER BLACK:

FINCHLEY (O.S)

No...no...please...no...stop...wha...what

is it, what do you want?

please...tell me...why...?

CUT TO:

MORGAN, in a sharp black suit, struggles to load the clip

into a gun. Raging pain in her nose. The clip jams, she

viciously tuts.

SUBTITLE:

Get in there! Common... Right, why is the fucking thing

jamming? For fuck’s sake.

She looks up at FINCHLEY (20s) a scrawny white boy.

SUBTITLE:

Wish you would just shut the fuck up.

MORGAN

SHUT UP-

Finchley is tied to a chair, Morgan standing in front of

him, together in a large warehouse, white broken walls,

oddly inapplicable. CHRIS (50s), driver, bodyguard,

confident, bald man, stands to the side and slightly behind

Finchley.

In the clips goes.

SUBTITLE:

-got it.

Morgan raises the gun and shoots Finchley in the head.

She rushes into her pocket, nasal steroid spray, a quick

couple up each nostril.

Relief.

SUBTITLE:

...thank fuck.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 2.

Sweet sense of relief. She breathes out, drops her head,

pleasurable zombification.

Her head shoots up.

MORGAN

Finchley...I mean, who the fuck is

called Finchley? How is that even a

fucking name?

Blood drips from Finchley’s lolling head, pooling beneath

onto a plastic sheet. Morgan looks to Chris standing next to

the (now dead) Finchley.

MORGAN

Hmm? Wasn’t rhetorical. This

fucker...Finchley? Honestly, who

the fuck is called Finchley?

Finchley, for fucks sake...

CHRIS

...the park.

Morgan spins away from her through-the-air hand molesting of

Finchley’s face to stare at Chris.

MORGAN

What?

CHRIS

Finchley Park...you know. Finchley

Central...east...

MORGAN

That’s a place.

CHRIS

A place’s name.

MORGAN

Not a human name though.

CHRIS

Are they mutually exclusive?

MORGAN

Yes.

CHRIS

I knew this chap once, Weymouth

Morgan displays a ”don’t fuck with me”.

SUBTITLE:



3.

...you’re lucky I like you.

2 INT. CAR. DAY. 2

MORGAN

Bullshit, 12 hour relief-

She clutches the bridge of her nose, sitting in back of a

car, spread out across most of the seatage, Chris driving.

CHRIS

Karen Miller next. Retrieval and

Termination.

Chris hands Morgan a few pieces of yellow paper, stapled

together.

SUBTITLE:

Why is it yellow?

MORGAN

Karen...Miller...bet she doesn’t

suffer from sinu-fucking-sitis...

She flicks through the papers.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

...when’s that...Schaffer...boy

turning up?

CHRIS

After Ms. Miller.

MORGAN

Hmmm...if he’s like that fucking

moron, the last one...what’s his

name...the one who looked like an

extra-coked up John Belushi having

travelled forty years through a

McDonalds only time-warp...

SUBTITLE:

Can we legally say McDonalds? Must be some sort of copyright

infringement...oh well, that’s twice now.

CHRIS

Elwood.

Morgan narrows her eyes.

SUBTITLE:

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 4.

...Elwood...

MORGAN

I was justified in shooting him in

the knee, right? I was justified in

shooting him in the knee.

3 INT. KAREN’S HOUSE. DAY. 3

MORGAN

Do you suffer from sinusitis?

KAREN

...what?

MORGAN

Sinusitis. All morning, honestly,

complete fucking joke.

KAREN

...got some nasal spray in the

bathroom...

MORGAN

No that’s alright, got some here,

thanks though. It doesn’t always

work however, sometimes it just

feels like it...jams whatever

fucker is blocking

it...up...further up...like a mass

of people all vying for one exit

from a large space to escape

a...actually, pretty sure it’s too

soon for jokes about that. Sorry.

During her musing, Morgan has placed the spray back in her

pocket and has loaded, checked and cocked her gun.

She shoots KAREN (50s) in the knee.

Karen, in a neat flowered dress, is tied to a chair in her

living room, (like Finchley, but (now) screaming). Morgan is

standing in front of her, again, and Chris is to the side,

slightly to the back, again. It’s a nice house.

SUBTITLE:

Nice house. I like the floors.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

Right, question time!

SUBTITLE:

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 5.

Now, was that copyright infringement? And because it’s the

BBC, do I care?

Karen is still screaming in pain...obviously, she was just

shot.

MORGAN (CONT.)

Please stop-

SUBTITLE:

Actually, I would be screaming...knee and all that...

MORGAN (CONT.) (CONT’D)

Basically...shit-

She looks up at Chris, gesturing with her head and eyebrows.

Confused for a moment, Chris clocks, holding out the yellow

papers (which are now with Morgan, who has snatched them and

is rifling through).

MORGAN (CONT.) (CONT’D)

James...do you know James? Yes, you

do know James! He’s your brother!

Not that subjectively I really feel

that any of his past deeds or

behaviours should particularly be

lumped upon your shoulders but I’m

not in a subjective line of

work...sadly. I work for this man

named Gra- yes, I

know...Gra...small yellow people

boss. But, as you can see, I’m not

a small yellow person with an

addiction to bananas...

unfortunately...so I’m here etc.

etc, I don’t want to be here etc.

etc, you don’t want me to be here

etc. etc., but back to it. Money

owed please.

She smiles at Karen, who’s shaking...quite a lot.

SUBTITLE:

There’s no money is there? Drat...



6.

4 INT. CAR. DAY. 4

MORGAN

VEINS! FUCKING VEINS! WHY DO HUMANS

HAVE FUCKING VEINS?!

Morgan is wiping blood off her suit jacket, it’s not really

coming out though. Specks cover her face and shirt, with

every glance a new spot seemingly discovered.

SUBTITLE:

-cunts. Everyone. Cunts. All of you watching. Cunts.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

The bullet travelled that way -

THAT WAY! I would know, I shot the

fucking gun and I got an A* GCSE

physics. How has it fucking

violated this space? Here? How the

fuck did it get here? Wait, what

the-fucking-NOOOOOOOOO!

Found some in the corner of her mouth, not impressed.

SUBTITLE:

That’s a trip to the doctors. Wait, do they still do postal

testing?

The car isn’t moving.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

Why aren’t we moving?

CHRIS

Clean-up, lock-down late.

MORGAN

Fucking clean-up, I’ll clean them

up...

SUBTITLE:

Was that a witty put down? I’m pretty sure that was fucking

awesome...

Morgan sulks, staring out the window.

She strains her head round at the sound of a truck pulling

up behind them. Finding the right angle, gesturing over the

truck driver to her window.

A head pops in the car.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 7.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

Hey, how you doing? Good, yeah?

She points to a brown stain on his shirt.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

Cocoa...four letter word, two ’p’s,

copyright restricted...for

breakfast?

SUBTITLE:

You are most welcome, Producers. See, we can get along if we

try.

She grabs the guy’s collar and slaps him hard across the

face.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

THE NEXT TIME YOU’RE LATE, I WILL

SLAP YOU TO DEATH, YOU COCOA

POPPING-I FUCKING HATE COCOA POPS.

A brief flap session.

5 INT. CAR. DAY. 5

The car is moving now. Actually, no, it’s pulling over.

Morgan opens the back door.

MORGAN

Get in.

SCHAFFER (20s), a fat white boy, gets in the car. Morgan

doesn’t move over.

SUBTITLE:

Space invader...wait, is that copyright infringement? You

can sense a theme here...

MORGAN (CONT’D)

Schaffer?

SCHAFFER

Yep.

MORGAN

Your mother give you that name?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 8.

SCHAFFER

Yep?

SUBTITLE:

Cunt.

Nasal steroids retrieved. Couple more sprays, Schaffer

watches.

SCHAFFER (CONT’D)

Can I have some?

Morgan looks back at Schaffer.

MORGAN

What?

Schaffer nods to Morgan’s hand.

SCHAFFER

Some of that.

Morgan looks down at the bottle.

MORGAN

Sinusitis nasal spray?

SCHAFFER

Oh, shit, I thought...don’t worry

about it.

Morgan stares at him.

MORGAN

Your face is an affront to any

concept of orderly symmetry.

Chris laughs, Morgan smiles.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

Twilight Zone. Love a quote.

SUBTITLE:

Sell The Twilight Zone, Morgan, that’s it. Be shameless

(both UK & US versions). Everyone should watch The

Twilight Zone. Fuck the copyright! Mwhahahahaha! (Terms and

conditions apply: can only vouch the original Rod Serling

series.)



9.

6 INT. CAR. DAY. 6

Car’s back moving now. Is it stopping...?

No, not this time (Sorry to disappoint?).

MORGAN

So, you’re Gra’s nephew.

SCHAFFER

Yep. Wants me involved, you

know...family and shit, get to know

the ins and outs-

It’s a vicious stare back he receives.

SCHAFFER (CONT.)

...what is it...like...you actually

do?

MORGAN

He’s your fucking uncle...how’d you

not know?

SCHAFFER

Literally you kill people?

MORGAN

No-

SUBTITLE:

Well...

MORGAN (CONT’D)

Your dear uncle is a...hit-person

dispatcher. You know, like they

have for ambulances.

SCHAFFER

Ambulances?

MORGAN

Yes, fucking ambulances. Except

just swap the life giving bit with

death...giving.

SUBTITLE:

I’m on fire today. Oh, fire engine dispatcher analogy...

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 10.

CHRIS

Dwight Blackwell, retrieval, no

termination.

Chris hands Morgan another pack, this time pink paper.

SUBTITLE:

Pink? Really?

MORGAN

That’s one way to shut down a

conversation.

She studies over the papers.

MORGAN(CONT.)

Right, Dwight...Blackwell... no

termination...

CHRIS

Yes...

MORGAN

Dwight...Blackwell...oh shit,

Dwight!

She turns to Schaffer with a cheeky grin, which quickly

fades, having actually looked at his unsymmetrical face.

SUBTITLE:

Why is it so weird? Why is your face so weird?

7 INT. DWIGHT’S BEDROOM. DAY. 7

DWIGHT (30s), a fat computer geek, is pinned up against a

wall by Schaffer, who looks to Morgan who’s just walked in

the room, pleased with himself.

SUBTITLE:

You looks like a dog.

She turns to Dwight.

SUBTITLE:

And you look like Kevin Smith...sorry Kevin. I genuinely

liked Tusk...I promise...really...

Chris sits in Dwight’s desk chair.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 11.

MORGAN

Dwight, how’s everything going? I’m

in a good mood for the first time

today. Because I get to see

you...and my sinusitis has fucked

off. Let’s go with the former. By

the way, saw Finchley this morning,

he says...doesn’t say hi. Anyway,

look, Dwight...we go back-excuse

me...

Out comes the nasal spray. Couple more.

SUBTITLE:

Maybe I could get it amputated. Chop the whole fucking thing

off.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

So yeah, lets get this done and

dusted, shall we? Then we can leave

you to continue watching your-

Porn is running on the laptop on the desk next to Chris.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

...BBW facesitting...

She looks to Dwight and smiles.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

Nice, Dwight, I would have never

guessed. Tell me, how...do you

breathe? Under...all the...I’m

gagging myself, stop...or is that

the point? Don’t answer that, don’t

answer that. Wait, that’s all on

the assumption you’ve been in a

bed...not alone? So you have no

purchase in answering. Faker.

Chris is staring at Morgan.

SUBTITLE:

Sorry...

MORGAN

Right, so, hard drive? Where is it?

Dwight pulls a really shit "I don’t know" face.

SUBTITLE:

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 12.

That’s a really shit ”I don’t know” face.

DWIGHT

Hard drive? I thought you saw Finch

this...he has...

MORGAN

-Oh. My. God.

Morgan gets out her gun.

MORGAN

I not only saw but shot ”Finch”

this morning, hence why he can’t

say hello, and therefore, I know he

doesn’t fucking have it, so stop

acting like a war criminal in

denial, it is so fucking boring. ”I

didn’t kill the priest, I didn’t, I

swear”, fuck you Norton, I knew you

did it from the start. Look,

Dwight, you’ve not even got a price

over you. Really, like truthfully

really. You’re ”of

use”...apparently.

She lowers the gun.

MORGAN

Gra just wants the drive. So, can

we just...please...I’ll even stop

talking?

Dwight look cautious.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

Oh please Dwight...please start to

point slash talk before I remove-

Scahffer slaps Dwight. Hard.

SUBTITLE:

Actually impressive...

SCHAFFER

Fucking talk mate.

MORGAN

...what the fuck are you doing?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 13.

SCHAFFER

He wasn’t talking so...

Morgan stares at Scahffer and slowly shakes her head.

MORGAN

No.

Morgan looks back to Dwight, raising her eyebrows. Like a

guilty, small child, he gestures to the ensuite, clutching

his reddening cheek.

DWIGHT

In there...under the sink...

SUBTITLE:

Pathetic...

Morgan gestures to Chris to go retrieve the hard drive.

SUBTITLE:

No, wow, wait a second...

MORGAN

By the way, under the sink? How

much of a fucking idiot are you?

What comes out of a sink?

WATER...do you know...give me your

phone. PHONE.

Morgan grabs Dwight’s phone from his pocket, striding into

the ensuite; the noise of flushing and splashing ensues. She

comes back in.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

This doesn’t work now. Do you know

why? BECAUSE I PUT IT IN WATER.

Technology and Water, they don’t

fucking mix. Or doesn’t a fat

fucker’s asshole teach you that?

Fucking idiot.

SUBTITLE:

That was again assuming he actually has been under a sitting

human bottom...sorry, my mistake.

She throws the phone at Dwight, hitting him in the nose. He

gets a nosebleed, because of course he does. Schaffer clocks

Dwight hard in the side of the head.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 14.

SCHAFFER

Idiot mate.

Morgan stares at him.

MORGAN

No. No.............No.

SCHAFFER

But you just threw a phone at

him...

MORGAN

Doesn’t mean I want his fucking

skull crushed. His brain holds

fractionally more purpose than his

sense of smell. Jesus, stand still

and don’t hit him, nay, don’t touch

him. In any regard.

Chris comes back from the bathroom, going and pluggin the

hard drive into the laptop.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

If this doesn’t work...

...gesturing towards Dwight.

SCHAFFER

Better fucking work mate.

Morgan looks to Schaffer.

SUBTITLE:

Please shut the fuck up...

Chris clicks around briefly.

CHRIS

All good.

MORGAN

Lucky boy. Right, we’re good to go,

Dwight, it’s been a-

Morgan and Chris make their way toward the door as Schaffer

pulls out a gun, shooting Dwight in the head. Morgan and

Chris cower, spinning round.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

What the fuck? What the...what did

you fucking do that for? Where

you’d even get a fucking gun?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 15.

SCHAFFER

You said we’re good to go...

MORGAN

As in walk out the fucking door,

you cunt. Not blow his fucking head

off.

SCHAFFER

I thought this was your job...

MORGAN

Yes, this is my job. MY job. And

since it’s my job, I’m the one who

knows how to do it. Your dear uncle

wanted to keep this one alive.

Imagine if this was actually The

Fucking Godfather...I said the

alive thing...like...two minutes

ago, literally. And now, he’s not

alive. That...that’s called dead.

You know, dead. As in...DEAD.

Like...we’re gonna need to get

Trevor Eve in kinda dead...

SUBTITLE:

You know...to ”Wake” the dead...fuck you, don’t be so

judgemental, Trevor Eve jokes are hard.

SCHAFFER

Mate...

SUBTITLE:

Mate?

SCHAFFER (CONT.)

...it’s my first time...my uncle

gave me...starting gift, he said...

MORGAN

Firstly, I am not your mate. And

for fuck’s sake, you don’t need a

fucking gun. Put it away...now!

SCHAFFER

You having a go at my uncle?

MORGAN

No, I’m having a go at you, you

fucking medieval sponge. Chris,

call Gra...and I guess clean-up.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 16.

She looks down at Dwight’s leaking body. Leaking blood,

don’t be so dirty. Schaffer sighs, tuts and shuffles his

feet towards the door.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

Out...get out...not the box office

smash hit, JUST GET THE FUCK OUT.

8 INT. CAR. DAY. 8

MORGAN

What did he say?

CHRIS

He’s not happy. Wants us to come

in.

Morgan looks over to Schaffer, sulking out the window.

SUBTITLE:

Cunt.

SCHAFFER

Shit.

MORGAN

Yes, shit indeed, son.

SCHAFFER

No, I mean...shit...

MORGAN

Yes...shit indeed...son.

SCHAFFER

Janeane Garofalo.

Morgan looks out Schaffer’s window.

MORGAN

Shit.

SCHAFFER

Shit indeed.

MORGAN

Janeane fucking Garofalo.

SCHAFFER

Janeane Garofofuckalo.

Morgan looks at Schaffer.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 17.

SUBTITLE:

That actually wasn’t awful.

The car pulls away.

9 EXT. LASER CENTRE. DAY. 9

Morgan, Chris and Schaffer stand on a high street, starring

up at a sign: LASER CENTRE: LASERS FOR ALL

MORGAN

Are people somewhere on this planet

denied lasers? My god, how do we

live with ourselves. Come on.

They walk inside.

10 INT. LASER CENTRE. DAY. 10

A dark shop front, lasers, lights, disco balls flashing,

dancing anyone who dare enter into an epileptic fit. Pretty

shit music too.

MORGAN

(to Chris)

You don’t have epilepsy do you?

CHRIS

No...narcolepsy.

SUBTITLE:

Fuck...

MORGAN

And I let you drive?

CHRIS

We talked about this a while back,

I potter along.

SUBTITLE:

Shit...did we? I do not remember that.

Behind the counter, two sultry teens, MARLA (18) and

NICOLATA (18).

MARLA

Welcome to the Laser Centre, what

do you want?

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 18.

MORGAN

What the fuck do you think I want,

Nicolata?

NICOLATA

I’m Nicolata. And he’s not here.

MARLA

I’m Marla. And no, we don’t know

when he’ll be back.

The lasers continue to annoy. Morgan looks between them,

pointing to Nicolata.

MORGAN

You don’t speak, this isn’t a

tennis match.

SUBTITLE:

Strangers on a mother fucking Train.

Pointing at Marla.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

Test me again.

MARLA

He’s not here and we don’t know

when he’ll be back.

SUBTITLE:

...so many things...so much pain...

MORGAN

Fine.

MARLA

Fine.

NICOLATA

Fine.

MORGAN

What did I say?!?

SCHAFFER

He might be at home.

SUBTITLE:

I had forgotten about you...it was a joyous time.

(CONTINUED)
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Morgan spins round.

MORGAN

We are not going to his house.

SCHAFFER

I go all the time.

MORGAN

Why are you so stupid?

Schaffer looks confused.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

You are his nephew. I am not his

nephew. Chris, is not his nephew.

Schaffer still looks confused.

SCHAFFER

You’d be his niece though, right?

SUBTITLE:

Please die.

MORGAN

...I am his employee...employees

generally don’t-

SCHAFFER

-oh, right.

SUBTITLE:

Hmmm...Oh. Right.

SCHAFFER (CONT’D)

(to Chris)

Drive us over, I’ll go talk to him.

MORGAN

You. Are. A. Moron.

SCHAFFER

Atleast I’m not an ”idiot” this

tie...

Morgan and Chris stare at him.

SCHAFFER

Look, just tell me what to say to

him, I’ll say it.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 20.

MORGAN

You cannot be trusted.

She grips the bridge of her nose.

MORGAN (CONT’D)

And I need to leave this place.

SUBTITLE:

Cause and effect, Morgan. Cause and fucking effect. Don’t

expose yourself to unnecessary laser shows, particularly if

they are being denied to certain sections of society.

11 EXT. LASER CENTRE. DAY. 11

Morgan, Chris and Schaffer stand on the street by the car.

CHRIS

This isn’t a good idea.

MORGAN

I know that, thank you.

SCHAFFER

I don’t see what the problem is.

MORGAN

You wouldn’t. Because you are an

idiot.

SCHAFFER

You keep saying that-

MORGAN

-which means it must be true.

Schaffer shuffles his feet.

CHRIS

We could wait.

Morgan stares at him.

12 INT. CHICKEN SHOP. DAY. 12

The three sit on plastic stools over a plastic table,

Schaffer violently scoffing down wings, Chris sipping a

drink.

Morgan stares at Schaffer.

SUBTITLE:

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 21.

If only I could kill you...

School children come obnoxiously loud past Morgan, who’s on

the aisle, causing her to grip her nose.

MORGAN

Why are we in here?

She puts her hand in her pocket.

SUBTITLE:

Where. The. Fuck. Is. It?

SCHAFFER

Wings are fucking fantastic.

He wipes his mouth with his hand. Morgan pulls out her nasal

spray.

MORGAN

You’re vile.

Double spray. Double sniff.

SCHAFFER

Ha. Atleast it’s not ”idiot” this

time.

SUBTITLE:

Maybe I could kill you...

MORGAN

(to Chris)

Please call him. Please...do

something, anything.

Chris puts down his drink, phone out and to his ear.

Morgan shuffles slightly in her seat, sticking out her foot

and tripping up a particularly annoying child, who stumbles

forward, turning and glancing a look back at the now

daydreaming, whistling Morgan.

CHRIS

(on the phone)

Yes, we’re...ok, yes, straight

away.

He puts down the phone.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 22.

CHRIS (CONT’D)

We’re on.

MORGAN

Yeah?

CHRIS

Yes.

MORGAN

Brilliant.

13 INT. LASER CENTRE. DAY. 13

The three stroll in, led by Morgan, who goes straight round

the back of the counter.

MORGAN

Part.

She Moses-gestures Marla and Nicolata apart, they sidestep,

Morgan strides through.

SUBTITLE:

God, I’m cool...Fuck that, I am God.

Chris walks through the red sea as well, both girls stepping

back together as Schaffer comes forward, him having to sidle

through the narrow gap between them.

Marla and Nicolata giggle, turning back to the counter,

bopping to the shit music, even whipping out Big Fish,

Little Fish, Cardboard Box.

14 INT. LASER CENTRE BACKROOM. DAY. 14

Morgan, followed by Chris, followed by Schaffer, come

through a series of box and stock maze paths, winding

through to a door. Yes, just a regular shit door.

Morgan raises her fist, sighs, then knocks.

Silence.

She turns to Chris and Schaffer, who both shrug.

Another knock.

Silence.

(CONTINUED)



CONTINUED: 23.

MORGAN

He said he’s in, right?

CHRIS

Yes.

She turns back to the door. Another, harder knock.

Silence.

SCHAFFER

Just go in.

MORGAN

No.

SCHAFFER

Pussy.

Morgan slowly turns to face Schaffer.

SUBTITLE:

This is 2018, son.

Schaffer smirks.

MORGAN

So many slaps coming your way-

GRA (O.S)

-enter.

Morgan jumps slightly.

SUBTITLE:

Saved by the...voice? Copyright swerve!

She puts her hand on the door handle.

MORGAN

Let’s do this.

Stupid, yet supposedly cool music. Slow motion threesome

entering a room defiantly. All that bullshit.

And yeah, that’s it...for now.

CUT TO BLACK


